CREDIT EVALUATION
The University of Montana Western
2013-2014 Catalog

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION OPTION AREA
SMALL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

________ BMGT 327 Risk Mgmt/Insurance  4__________________________________ Accept __________

________ BMGT 329 Human Resource Mgmt 4__________________________________ Accept __________

________ BMGT 448 Entrepreneurship  BMGT 335, Junior Standing 4__________________________________ Accept __________

________ BMKT 337 Consumer Behavior  BMKT 325 4__________________________________ Accept __________

________ BUS 304 Leadership  BUS 217, CAPP 131 4__________________________________ Accept __________

________ ECNS 332 Econ Nat Resources  ECNS 203 4__________________________________ Accept __________

Select 1 of the following:

________ BMIS 270 MIS Found for Business 4__________________________________ Accept __________

________ CAPP 251 Advanced Microsoft Office 4__________________________________ Accept __________

4 credits from any general education rubric category for which prerequisites have been met (must be non-business courses; these rubrics shall NOT BE used to meet this requirement:
ACTG/BUS/CAPP/COMS/ED/EDU/EQST/EQUH/EQUS/HHP/HTR/IT

________ 4__________________________________ Accept __________

TOTAL CREDITS...........................................................................................................32